Good afternoon to all:
The latest MDOT I-395/Route 9 Connector biweekly status report was sent out to the impacted communities
Friday, April 19th.
A Bangor Daily News article was posted on April 17th referring to the recent FOAA briefing held in Eddington;
that news article was mentioned in the status report.
I found the status report confusing and wondered why the freeway design criteria and the 200 foot minimum
right-of-way was once again reiterated and the Draft Environmental Impact Statement was declared the current
document of record even though we have multiple sources of evidence that the end-state design for the
preferred alternative will be a rolling criteria design with a 100’ right-of-way and not the freeway criteria design
with the 200’ right-of-way as specified in the DEIS. The end-state design is not in the DEIS, although the reduced
cost of the end-state design is included in the DEIS.
I have added, once again, several FOAA documents that will show the evidence of the rolling design change and
a FOAA document from August 2011 that indicates the change to the reduced right-of-way.
The status report makes mention of what was considered substantive as that was a real hot button issue at the
Eddington meeting; I clearly show the importance of that by showing the non-substantive information that is
now buried in the back of the book with no further comment. What is not substantive may actually be more
important than what is. I break down the definition of substantive; I believe the MDOT definition of substantive
used in this process was too restrictive.
Since the documents I present also indicate an issue that hasn’t been talked about, I added Mr. Hasselmann’s
concerns that the 2B-2/preferred alternative no longer met the Purpose and Needs in December 2011. He was
overruled by his superiors. I think Mr. Hasselmann’s concerns deserve an independent review; several
responses to a NEPA Forum occurring at that same time are included that seem to agree.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Larry Adams
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A Rebuttal to MDOT’s Biweekly Report

Biweekly report provided on 4.19.13 to Managers
and PAC members of the impacted communities:
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My initial thoughts:
1. “There was a lot of information included in a recent news article, some of which may
be miss-leading..”
 Sources of information, in the recent news article, were FOAA documents from
several key players of the I-395/Route 9 Connector Study: MDOT Project
Manager Charette, MDOT Project Manager Lindsey, Gannett Fleming Project
Manager Plumpton and MDOT Chief Engineer Sweeney.
 The Draft Environmental Impact Statement was signed by Commissioner
Bernhardt on 3.07.12 within months of the date of these FOAA documents and
we have no reason to doubt their integrity. I will once again offer several FOAA
documents stating the rolling criteria design and another email from August
2011 stating the reduced right-of-way. The BDN article can be viewed at:
http://bangordailynews.com/2013/04/17/news/bangor/eddington-residents-learn-state-plansrolling-rural-route-for-i-395route-9-connector/?ref=regionstate

2. “It is important to note that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
contains the information pertaining to the project and is the current document of
record.”
 I agree 100%—the DEIS should be viewed as the Connector Study Bible.
However—if I can show one inaccurate statement within the DEIS, I would say
that the whole document is then suspect; I can easily do that.
3. “As such, individual documents may not be the current correct information and
represents a snapshot of that point in time.”
 Yes but the snapshot of that point in time may just be “following the conclusion
of the NEPA process” and that is what has us worried—what is the end state
design? Why is the end state design not included in the DEIS?
4. “To be clear, the proposed Right of Way for the project corridor is 200 feet (minimum).
The design standard used for the evaluation of the 79+ alternatives considered in the
process is the “Freeway” design standard as documented in the DEIS and continues to
be the standard for environmental processing.”
 Then why did Commissioner Bernhardt and Chief Engineer Sweeney freely
discuss the change in design criteria to rolling and the reduced right-of-way to
100 feet in an April 4th, 2013 conversation with Carol Woodcock?
5. “Comments received on the DEIS will be incorporated into the Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS). Any comments on the DEIS that were determined to be
substantive require a response which will be included in the FEIS.”
 I will clearly show how our comments and concerns were treated.
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FOAA Document #000391 Rolling Criteria/Cost Estimate (12.6.11):
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FOAA Document #000392 (FOAA Document #000391 Attachment):

Facts established in FOAA Documents #000391/000392:
1. “This cost estimate for the build alternatives was prepared using the DOT's freeway
criteria”. The cost for 2B-2 is $93,240,000.00.
2. “We understand the DOT would like, following the conclusion of the NEPA process, for
the preferred alternative to be developed using rolling criteria.”
3. “…we will apply this percent reduction to the cost to construct the build alternatives
that is shown in the DEIS/Section 404 Permit Application.”

Estimated Construction Costs in the DEIS/March 2012:
“The estimated construction costs of alternatives include the costs of preliminary
engineering, construction engineering, utility relocation, acquisition of property for rightof-way, and mitigating environmental impacts. The costs of the build alternatives would
range between approximately $61 million and $81 million (in 2011 dollars)”. (DEIS pages
S15-S18)


The new rolling criteria design standard is not declared in the DEIS, however the
anticipated lower cost is stated, giving the MDOT the advantage of presenting a lower
price without presenting a redesign during the NEPA process.

Question:
“It is important to note that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) contains
the information pertaining to the project and is the current document of record.”


If the DEIS is indeed the current document of record what is the basis then for the $61
million cost stated in the DEIS when it is clear that the cost estimate of a freeway
criteria designed 2B-2 is $93,240,000 as substantiated in FOAA Document
#000391/000392? That is a $32,240,000 disparity that begs for an explanation.
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FOAA Document #000390 Rolling Criteria/change in cost request (12.7.11):



“To help reduce both impacts and costs, we understand the DOT desires to advance
the preferred alternative using rolling criteria once this study moves to project
development. Please let us know the anticipated percent reduction in cost that would
result from this change in criteria and we will apply that percent reduction to the build
alternatives when describing them in the DEIS.”
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Design criteria according to MDOT answers to Senator Collins (1.17.12):
I first visited with Carol Woodcock on December 30th 2011. We have had a good working
relationship since then with very strict parameters; we both agreed that Carol would be a
conduit for me to raise questions and that she and Senator Collins would not get involved
in the actual selection or support of any alternative. The questions below were part of a
41 question document sent to the MDOT; I was able to submit 107 questions and
between those and the questions that Carol raised, she winnowed them down to 41. They
were submitted to the MDOT on 1.09.12 and were received at the Senator’s Office on
1.17.12.
The following is obviously just an excerpt of the original document:



MaineDOT design criteria for freeways stated in MDOT answers.

Current design criteria and right-of-way in the DEIS/March 2012:
“Alternative 2B-2 would be a controlled-access highway and conceptually designed using
the MaineDOT design criteria for freeways. Two lanes would be constructed and used for
two-way travel within an approximate 200-foot-wide right-of-way. Route 9 would not be
improved, and it would not provide high-speed, limited access connection to the east of
East Eddington village. (DEIS Summary page S12)
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FOAA Document #000177 (Excerpt) Draft DEIS status/Acceptance of the design criteria
from Freeway to Rolling (12.29.11):



Note the Fact in the second bullet item: Acceptance of the design criteria from
Freeway to Rolling to be advanced for the Preferred Alternative prior to the FEIS.

 Prior to the FEIS is where we are today.



Did the first bullet item peak your interest? Standby………
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FOAA Document #000431 One-third cost reduction/rolling design (1.30.12):

FACTS established in FOAA Document #000431:
1. “The build alternatives have been designed as a two-lane road within a two-lane rightof-way using MaineDOT's criteria for freeways.”
2. “The latest estimate to construct the build alternatives dated December 2011 range
from approximately $93 million for Alternative 2B·2 to $122 million for Alternative
5A2B-2.”
3. “After reviewing the cost estimates for the build alternatives, the cost estimates should
be reduced by one-third, for planning purposes moving forward.”
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FOAA Document #001143 Reduced lane and 100’ to 125’ ROW (8.1.11):



Changes reducing the Right-of-Way width—could affect which properties would be
taken, and how close someone may end up being to this roadway. It is possible to be
as close as 50 feet from the C/L of the highway, abutting the right-of-way and not be
considered impacted.



As far back as 8.01.11, the MDOT knew about the reduced ROW, but even now in April
2013, the MDOT has not told the public and there was no mention of that fact in the
1.17.12 questions to Senator Collins.
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Visit with Carol Woodcock to discuss FOAA Documents (3.21.13):
Carol offered me the opportunity to submit a few questions through her to the MDOT;
again she would act as the conduit. Since both the MDOT Project Manager and the FHWA
Project Manager made it clear in December 2012 that they would no longer answer me
via email—the Senator’s Office is really my only route of written discussion with the
MDOT or the FHWA. The following email has the answers to my questions:
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What does Substantive Mean?

If you were educated in the 60’s, you may remember diagramming and breaking down
sentences in English class. I believe that what is substantive is really not as confusing as
it may seem and I believe that the above statement can be further broken down to:
“A substantive comment is one which suggests the modifications of an alternative,
suggests the development and evaluation of an alternative not previously considered,
supplements, improves or modifies analyses, or corrects a factual error.”


A substantive comment is one which corrects a factual error. It is that simple.




40 CFR 1503.4.A.4: Possible responses are to: Make factual corrections.
It is my opinion that the definition of substantive, used by the MDOT to evaluate
comments and concerns to the DEIS and our Testimony at the Public Hearing, was too
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restrictive and may not be in compliance with Transportation Policy and Maine Statute
per Section 73.3.G: http://www.mainelegislature.org/legis/statutes/23/title23sec73.html
Title 23: HIGHWAYS
Part 1: STATE HIGHWAY LAW
Chapter 3: OFFICIALS AND THEIR DUTIES
Subchapter 1: DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
§73. Transportation policy
1. Short title. This section may be known and cited as the "Sensible Transportation
Policy Act."
2. Purposes and findings. (Excerpt) The people further find that the decisions of state
agencies regarding transportation needs and facilities are often made in isolation,
without sufficient comprehensive planning and opportunity for meaningful public input
and guidance.
3. Transportation policy. It is the policy of the State that transportation planning
decisions, capital investment decisions and project decisions must: G. Incorporate a
public participation process in which local governmental bodies and the public have
timely notice and opportunity to identify and comment on concerns related to
transportation planning decisions, capital investment decisions and project decisions.
The department and the Maine Turnpike Authority shall take the comments and
concerns of local citizens into account and must be responsive to them.


It is my opinion that the information, originally considered not substantive on pages
13-15, is indeed substantive—since it directly contradicts the facts as now presented in
the DEIS—that’s a factual error. I also believe that every one of our comments and
concerns should have been answered per the above Maine Statute; isn’t that what
“must be responsive to them” means?
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO):

“Substantive vs. Non-Substantive Comments. The general rule under the CEQ regulations
is that an FEIS must respond to all “substantive” comments on a DEIS. The CEQ
regulations and guidance do not define the term “substantive,” nor is there any definition
of this term in FHWA or FTA regulations or guidance. The National Park Service issued
guidance stating that a comment is considered substantive if it raises specific issues or
concerns regarding the project or the study process, but not if it merely expresses
support for or opposition to the project or a particular alternative. FHWA generally follows
a similar
approach when determining which comments are
substantive.”
http://environment.transportation.org/pdf/programs/PG02.pdf
 Substantive: if it raises specific issues or concerns regarding the project or the
study process.
 Not substantive: if it merely expresses support for or opposition to the project or
a particular alternative.


Substantive Comments: http://www.eddingtonmaine.gov/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/I-395Route-9-Trans-Study-Responses-to-Substantive-Comments-DEIS-11-8-12.pdf
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The importance of what was considered not substantive:
What the consultant considered not substantive is extremely important. Over 9 years of
prior history of this Study has been buried—the MDOT has successfully muted public
opposition. MDOT has not been responsive to my comments and concerns.
This MDOT matrix was included in my DEIS questions and not considered substantive.
Wouldn’t one think that an official MDOT fact sheet indicating that alternative 2B-2 only
met 20% of the Purposes and Needs in April 2009 would be of some importance and
mandate clarification on how the MDOT was able to transform that same alternative to
meet 100% of the Purpose and Needs in less than a year and a half?

Alternative 2B-2 is almost identical to the original alternative 2B that was removed from
further consideration before the January 2003 PAC meeting. It was removed for specific
reasons as stated in this MDOT/FHWA/ACOE document dated October 2003:
http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf (Pages: ii/iii/5/20/21 referenced below.)

Highly negative statements within this official document do not support the MDOT
selection of 2B-2 and in fact bring many of us to question why the MDOT would even
think of selecting 2B-2 as their preferred alternative. But those statements are now
buried in the back of the book “…bunch them together…we avoid drawing unnecessary
attention to them.”

Excerpt from FOAA Document #000251 (9.27.12):
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The vast majority of studied alternatives met the System Linkage Need as follows: To
meet the need of improved regional system linkage while minimizing impacts to people, it
was determined that an alternative must provide a limited-access connection between I395 and Route 9 east of Route 46. (Page 5)





Alternative 2B-2 is 4.2 miles west of the original System Linkage Need criteria.



Alternatives that do not provide a limited access connection to Route 9 east of
Route 46 would not be practicable because that would not provide a substantial
improvement in regional mobility and connectivity and would negatively affect
people living along Route 9 in the study area.



Alternatives that would connect to Route 9 west of Route 46 would severely impact
local communities along Route 9 between proposed alternative connection points
and Route 46.

Any mention of the original System Linkage Needs in my DEIS questions has been
buried in the back of the book, and not commented on by the MDOT. “…bunch them
together…we avoid drawing unnecessary attention to them.”
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Alternative 2B would fail to meet the system linkage need, and would fail to
adequately address the traffic congestion needs in the study area. Traffic congestion
and conflicting vehicle movements on this section of Route 9 would substantially
increase the potential for new safety concerns and hazards. (Page ii)



Limited opportunities exist to control access management on this section of Route 9
from local roads and driveways. There are ten local roads and 148 existing drives or
access points to undeveloped lots. Assuming 10 trip ends per drive and an equal
number of left and right turns, Alternative 2B’s ability to satisfy the system linkage and
traffic congestions needs is questionable. There are several hundred acres that can be
developed along this section of Route 9. (Page 20/21)



Over 9 years of prior history of this Study has been buried in the back of the book with
no further comment necessary. The MDOT has not been responsive to our comments
and concerns.
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What happened to the east of Route 46 requirement?
Excerpt from FOAA Document #000394 (1.20.12):



Since the Notice of Intent (NOI) did not use the term “logical termini” they apparently
felt that they could go ahead and redefine it.
http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/05-23529.pdf



The northern termini was identified as “(2) the portion of Route 9 in the study area to
satisfy the project purpose and need” per bulleted text.



The logical termini of the project was identified and defined as (1) I-395 near Route 1A
and (2) the portion of Route 9 in the study area. (DEIS s3)

System Linkage Needs went from: “must provide a limited-access connection between I395 and Route 9 east of Route 46 in an October 2003 MDOT/FHWA/ACOE Technical
Memorandum to: “the portion of Route 9 in the study area” in the DEIS of 2012. The vast
majority of the 70+ alternatives studied over 13 years met the east of 46 criteria.
To show how ridiculous the northern logical termini definition is, look at the study area
map and you can see that Route 9 within the study area is anywhere from east of the
Eddington/Clifton border all the way west to about the Brewer Shopping Center on North
Main Street. That is how you make an unviable alternative such as 2B-2 viable!

Questions:
1. I am confused and wonder why the MDOT found it necessary to reiterate the
freeway design standard and the 200 feet right-of-way once again in the DEIS.
2. Are we wrong with our assumptions of the FOAA Documents and we don’t know
what we think we know?
3. Is the MDOT ready to sign an affidavit that this connector will be a freeway design
on a 200’ minimum footprint in the end state?
4. Will MDOT give us a full accounting of this project? It is their obligation to do so.
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Since the email on page 10 also alludes to an issue with Mr. Hasselmann
stating that the preferred alternative did not meet the Purpose and Needs
and the issue shows up on a page 7 bullet item, I have included the following
information that I think is a huge revelation:




The following email string, page 17 thru 23, describes the fact that Mark Hasselmann,
another major player in this study—FHWA Right of Way Program Manager—had doubts
and concerns that the 2B-2/preferred alternative did not meet the Purpose and Needs
of this Study. Read the NEPA forum on pages 18 and 19 and you will see that one
responder had doubts that this project was even the same project any more.
Please read the complete email string from page 17 thru 23; it is self-explanatory.
Excerpt from FOAA Document #000131/see page 20 for the complete FOAA Document:

FOAA Document #000128 Notes to File (12.19.11):
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FOAA Document #000129 (Attachment to FOAA Document#000128):
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FOAA Document #000130 (Attachment to FOAA Document#000128):

 Does the question: NEPA analysis w/footprint change and the five
responses raise a little doubt in your mind if this is still the same project
and with all the changes applicable only to alternative 2B-2 was this
selection process fair and within NEPA compliance?
 Note the 100 foot reduced footprint and the lower standard to rural rolling
mentioned in the question. It should be noted that only M.H. can tell us if
he was the anonymous poster, yet if you read the following documents,
you will find that apparently J.L. thought he was.
 Does having a different end state design already on the books, than the
design declared in the DEIS during the NEPA process, invalidate the NEPA
process?
 The 1:24 pm responder says that this is practically a new project. The
2:19 pm responder worries about jeopardizing NEPA compliance.
 Is the I-395/Route 9 Connector Study within NEPA compliance? Where can
we get an independent verification whether it is or is not?
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FOAA Document #000131 (Attachment to FOAA Document#000128):
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FOAA Document #000132 (Attachment to FOAA Document#000128):
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FOAA Document #000177 Notes to File (12.29.11):
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FOAA Document #000178 Notes to File (12.29.11):

I vehemently disagree with item 6.a. on page 22—that is a complete misrepresentation
of fact; note once again the reference to rolling rural standards. Read the following:

http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/EIS%2010-11-11c.pdf
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 If only three alternatives remain in consideration in December 2010 and the Project
Manager of Gannett Fleming says last time we met was December 2010 before
announcing a new downgraded design in October of 2011 that is applicable to only 3
of the 70+ alternatives—how can one say the alternative analysis for all 70+
alternatives has been conducted with the same footprint and criteria?
 And now it will only be the 2B-2 alternative that gets the downgraded rolling design
criteria with a reduced footprint. How about all the other 70+ alternatives?
 I concur with Mr. Hasselmann’s apples to oranges observation.
An unviable, deficient and impractical alternative was selected in complete isolation
outside of public scrutiny without sufficient comprehensive planning and the opportunity
for meaningful public input and guidance.
Limited State/Federal tax dollars need to be spent wisely repairing the existing
infrastructure, not on this I-395/Route 9 Connector project. The MDOT/FHWA chosen
2B-2/preferred alternative met only one (20%) out of the five Purpose & Needs in April
2009; the December 2011 revelation from Mr. Hasselmann, the FHWA Liaison to this
study, indicates that he also didn’t believe that 2B-2 met the Purposes and Needs.
In this current fiscal environment, adding more miles to the State’s transportation
system without adequately maintaining the existing infrastructure doesn’t make $ense.
Please support the NO-BUILD option for the I-395/Route 9 Connector.
Thank you for your time and consideration, Larry Adams
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